Lag B’Omer Resources to Celebrate at Home

Learn More:

Follow along in counting the Omer with PJ Library Greater Washington on Instagram! You can encourage your family to make their own to share.

Lag B’Omer books

- A Holiday for Ari Ant by Sylvia Rouss, illustrated by Katherine Janus Kahn
  - Check out Sylvia Rouss’ Lag B’Omer guide for songs, recipes and a study guide!
- Sadie’s Lag Ba’Omer Mystery by Jamie Korngold, illustrated by Julie Fortenberry
  - Watch author Jamie Korngold read her book!

Five S’Mores Recipes for Lag B’Omer

- Recipe for oven s’mores

The Lag B’Omer Lowdown: History & Activities

Lag B’Omer Explanation for Adults from MyJewishLearning.com

Counting the Omer with Tweens

Lag B’Omer and Shavuot Pinterest Board
**Why Archery During Lag B’Omer?**

From PJLibrary.org: Israeli children typically play with bows and (suction-cup-tipped) arrows on *Lag Ba’Omer*, imitating students of Rabbis Akiva and Shimon who fooled the Romans by pretending they were hunting.

Archery requires skill and hand-eye coordination to get an object to a target. These ideas are safe for all ages and for indoor play so that you can have an “archery” experience for *Lag B’Omer* at home.
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Learn more about Jewish holidays and upcoming virtual events at Jconnect.org/PJLibrary